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Background-Objectives.-Gait impairment occurs early in subjects affected by Parkinson's disease (PD), with hypokinesia, freezing and postural instability acting as the main determinants of independence loss and quality of life decrease (Morris 2001 (Morris , 2005 . Gait impairment stems from basal ganglia dysfunction, which worsens all the following functions: gait initiation, gait rhythm, adaptation of walking to environmental constraints and balance control. Gait motor pattern may be retrieved by the activation of the frontal cortex, if purposely stimulated by sensory cues (Nieuwboer A et al., 2007) . The provision of multiple cues, pertaining to different sensory modalities, as happens with dance therapy, has been proven effective (Hackney ME et al., 2009 Keywords: Parkinson's disease; Aerobic training; Motor strengthening; Cueing Patients with parkinsonism tend to self-limit their physical activity. This may prove twice detrimental to their function: beyond general deconditioning, this self-imposed sensorimotor restriction could accelerate cell death and disease progression, based on recent animal model data. To increase striatal dopamine production, research has involved exogenous strategies bringing heterologous trophic factors into the striatum to foster cell regeneration and dopamine production (initially surrenal and mesencephalic cell transplants, more recently gene and stem cell therapies). Endogenous strategies are being tested today in a number of neurorehabilitation programs aiming at natural trophic factor and dopamine production from the surviving cells, after prolonged and intense aerobic training in particular.
Animal model research has impressively demonstrated both symptomatic and neuroprotective effects of physical exercise, requiring a double threshold of exercise duration and intensity to occur (3 to 4 months of continuous exercise in rodent models). In PD patients, controlled trials have mostly shown symptomatic effects to date: while endogenous dopamine is produced immediately after an aerobic exercise, a few weeks of high-intensity aerobic training improves walking, upper limb and executive functions. Motor strengthening programs, Tai Chi and attentional strategies (cueing) have also produced symptomatic effects in controlled protocols. Early personal results will be shown.
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